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ABSTRACT
This paper analyzes the legal regime for enhanced cooperation currently existing in the European
Union (EU). The paper, in particular, explores the following four features. First, it addresses the
procedural rules, examining the mechanisms that govern the activation and the functioning of the
enhanced cooperation and the means by which new states can join an ongoing cooperation. Second,
it outlines the limits and the conditions that constrain resort to this mechanism by the states and
that should guide review by the EU institutions. Third, it explores the deeper function of enhanced
cooperation and, by developing an innovative comparison with the “compact clause” of the
Constitution of the United States (US), it argues that the goal of enhanced cooperation is limited to a
rather precise purpose: that of ensuring multispeed integration in the EU. Fourth, it surveys the
practice, taking into account the first two experiences of enhanced cooperation in the field of
divorce and patents. The paper concludes by considering the ongoing reforms of the mechanisms for
the economic governance of the Euro-zone and by assessing the potentials of enhanced cooperation
to incorporate the provisions of the Fiscal Compact within the framework of EU law and to adopt a
financial transaction tax.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to examine the enhanced cooperation procedure regulated by the
law of the European Union (EU). The enhanced cooperation procedure is the instrument by which
a number of EU member states are allowed to embark on a project of differentiated integration,
by pooling their forces and coordinating their action in fields which are not yet ripe for common
action by all EU member states. Enhanced cooperation was introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty
(with the name of “closer cooperation”) and later amended by the Nice and Lisbon Treaties,
which expanded it as a useful mechanism to ensure flexibility and accommodate asymmetry
among the states in a enlarging EU.1 This paper focuses on the current legal regime of enhanced
cooperation, as it emerges from the provisions of the Treaty on the EU (TEU) and of the Treaty on
the Functioning of the EU (TFEU). The paper analyzes the procedures regulating the activation,
functioning and expansion of the enhanced cooperation mechanism and the conditions and limits
that surround its use by the member states that wish to do so. The paper then explores the goals
that are pursued by the enhanced cooperation mechanism and, through a comparison with the
“compact clause” of the Constitution of the United States (US), endeavours to explain that the
main function of this mechanism is to foster multispeed integration in the EU constitutional order.
The paper finally surveys and critically evaluates the first examples of enhanced cooperation
adopted by the EU member states, in the field of divorce and patents, and discusses the
potentials of the enhanced cooperation procedure in the reform of the governance of the
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), notably through the incorporation in the EU legal
framework of the Fiscal Compact and through the adoption of a financial transaction tax.
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On the enhanced cooperation procedure, before the Lisbon Treaty see Bruno de Witte, “Future Paths of
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2. Procedure
The procedure regulating the enhanced cooperation mechanism is outlined in general terms by
Art. 20 TEU and then detailed in the provisions of Title III of Part VI TFEU.2 These procedural rules
can be divided in three groups, corresponding to three different “phases” of enhanced
cooperation. A first group of provisions regulate how the enhanced cooperation mechanism can
be activated. A second group of provisions clarifies how the enhanced cooperation mechanism
functions, once it is set up. A third group of provisions, finally, makes clear how states that were
not original parties to the enhanced cooperation can join it at a later moment. These three
“phases” will be analyzed in some detail in the following sub-sections.3

2.1 The activation of the enhanced cooperation
Art. 20 TEU and Art. 329 TFEU draw a four-step procedure for the activation of an enhanced
cooperation. This process is designed to involve all the main EU actors on the awareness that
these institutional safeguards will be the best guarantee against any abuse or misuse of the
enhanced cooperation mechanism. As such, the procedure to activate the enhanced cooperation
is as follows:
1) First, at least nine member states shall call for recourse to enhanced cooperation through
a formal request to the Commission, specifying the scope and objectives of the enhanced
cooperation proposed;
2) Second, the Commission shall evaluate the request of the member states and, after
assessing the compliance of the request with the conditions and limits regulating the
enhanced cooperation,4 may submit a proposal to the Council to authorize the enhanced
cooperation. Note that the Commission is not obliged to follow up on the request of the
member states. In the event where the Commission does not submit a proposal to the
Council, however, it shall inform the member states concerned of the reasons for not
doing so;
3) Third, the Parliament shall consent to the enhanced cooperation, in the format proposed
by the Commission;
4) Fourth, the Council shall give its authorisation to proceed with the enhanced cooperation
with a formal decision adopted through its ordinary decision-making procedure (hence,
through qualified majority voting). The authorizing decision shall dictate the conditions of
participation in the enhanced cooperation, which need to be complied with by states
willing to join the cooperation at a later stage.
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This paper will not focus on enhanced cooperation in the field of common foreign and defence policy. On this
see Marise Cremona, “Enhanced Cooperation and the Common Foreign and Security and Defence Policy”, EUI
Working Paper No. 21 (2009)
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This paper will not discuss the question whether states are allowed to withdraw from an enhanced cooperation.
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5) Finally, because of its legal nature, it goes without saying that the Council decision
authorizing an enhanced cooperation could be subject to judicial review before the
European Court of Justice (ECJ).5

2.2 The functioning of the enhanced cooperation
The rules on the functioning of the enhanced cooperation mechanism are provided in Art. 20 TEU
and Art.s 330, 332 and 333 TFEU. These provisions attempt to strike a balance between, on the
one hand, the desire to minimize the difference between the functioning of the enhanced
cooperation mechanism and the ordinary EU law-making rules, and on the other hand, the need
to accommodate the diversity of this peculiar form of differentiated integration. As such, is
possible to identify the following core rules on the functioning of the enhanced cooperation
mechanism:
a) the member states that take part in an enhanced cooperation make regular use of the
institutions of the EU. This implies, in particular, that supranational bodies such as the
Parliament and the Commission exercise their normal powers and work in their standard
composition. Moreover, member states participating to an enhanced cooperation
procedure do not have to bear additional administrative costs for the use of the EU
institutions.
b) in the working of the Council, however, an exceptional rule applies: All members of the
Council may participate in its deliberations, but only members of the Council representing
the states participating in enhanced cooperation shall take part in the vote. As such,
unanimity shall be constituted by the votes of the representatives of the participating
member states only and the qualified majority shall be recalculated accordingly.
c) in the working of the Council, in addition, member states which are parties to the
enhanced cooperation may resort to a “passerelle clause” which modifies the internal
voting rules or the law-making procedure to be followed by the Council. In particular:

5
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-

where a provision of the Treaties which may be applied in the context of
enhanced cooperation stipulates that the Council shall act unanimously, the
Council, acting with the unanimous vote of the states which are parties to the
enhanced cooperation, may adopt a decision stipulating that it will act by a
qualified majority;

-

where a provision of the Treaties which may be applied in the context of
enhanced cooperation stipulates that the Council shall adopt acts under a special
legislative procedure, the Council, acting with the unanimous vote of the states
which are parties to the enhanced cooperation, may adopt a decision stipulating
that it will act under the ordinary legislative procedure. In this case, the Council
shall act after consulting the EU Parliament.

Editorial Comments, 320

In the framework of the enhanced cooperation, participating states are allowed to adopt all
legislative and non-legislative acts permitted by EU law (e.g. regulations and directives). As it
emerges from the previous analysis, while the Council participates in this law-making process in a
special composition (with only the states participating in the cooperation), the Parliament and
the Commission operate under standard rule – a feature that should be positively appreciated,
bearing in mind that the members of these last two bodies do not represent their states of origin,
but rather the EU citizens, and can therefore defend the interests of the EU as a whole.6

2.3 The accession of new states to the enhanced cooperation
On the basis of Art. 20 TEU and Art.s 328 and 331 TFEU it is clear that the participation in an
enhanced cooperation mechanism remains always open to other member states. In fact, the
Commission and the member states participating in an enhanced cooperation have an obligation
to ensure that they promote participation of as many states as possible. The procedure that
governs the accession of new member states to the enhanced cooperation mechanism appears
therefore to be easier than the procedure regulating the activation of the mechanism. In addition,
among the EU institutions, only the Commission is involved in the procedure, while the Council is
called to act exclusively if problems emerge during the process. The procedure is as follows:
1) First, the member state that wishes to participate in an ongoing enhanced cooperation
shall notify its intention to the Council and the Commission
2) Second, the Commission shall, within four months of the date of receipt of the
notification, evaluate the request of the member state, taking into account the conditions
specified by the Council in its decision authorizing the cooperation as well as the
subsequent acts adopted in the framework of the enhanced cooperation. At the end of its
assessment the Commission may:

a) confirm the participation of the member state concerned. It shall note, where
necessary, that the conditions of participation have been fulfilled and shall adopt
any transitional measures necessary with regard to the application of the acts
already adopted within the framework of enhanced cooperation.

b) consider that the conditions of participation have not been fulfilled. In this case, it
shall indicate the arrangements to be adopted to fulfil those conditions and shall
set a deadline for re-examining the request. On the expiry of that deadline, it shall
re-examine the request. If the Commission considers that the conditions of
participation have still not been met, then the member state concerned may refer
the matter to the Council, which shall decide on the request through a vote of the
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states which are parties to the enhanced cooperation. The Council may also adopt
the transitional measures proposed by the Commission.

3. Limits and conditions
The possibility for a group of member states to resort to the instrument of enhanced cooperation
is subject to a number of limitations and conditions. These qualifications emerge from scattered
provisions of Art. 20 TEU and of Title III of Part VI TFEU. The caveats that surround resort to the
enhanced cooperation mechanism can be classified into two main groups. A first group of
provisions operate ex ante, either to exclude tout court resort to enhanced cooperation in specific
sectors or to prevent enhanced cooperation from interfering with specific interests of the EU. A
second group of provisions, instead, comes into play ex post (after the activation of the enhanced
cooperation mechanism) and serves the purpose to ensure the consistency of the enhanced
cooperation with the general policies of the EU and avoid spill-over effects on the nonparticipating states. These two groups of provisions will be analyzed in detail in the following subsections.

3.1 Ex ante caveats
Member states which are willing to begin an enhanced cooperation encounter a number of ex
ante limitations and conditions. These are provided in Art. 20 TEU and Art. 326 TFEU and can be
summarized as follows:
i)

First, enhanced cooperation is tout court excluded in the framework of the EU’s exclusive
competences. Hence, in the policy areas listed in Art. 3 TFEU, action by a group of
member states through the instrument of enhanced cooperation is always prohibited.

ii) Second, a proposal to begin an enhanced cooperation is brought forward by the
Commission, and authorized by the Council through the procedure outlined above,7 only
when it is established that the objectives of such cooperation cannot be attained within a
reasonable period by the EU as a whole. Hence, resort to enhanced cooperation is
permitted only as an ultima ratio when it appears to the Commission and the Council that
action by all member states of the EU on a specific issue is politically unfeasible.
iii) Third, any enhanced cooperation shall comply with the Treaties and the law of the EU.
Whereas this may state the obvious (since an enhanced cooperation can not bring about a
change in the constitutional law of the EU), the meaning of this requirement is further
qualified by Art. 326 TFEU which affirms that, in particular, an enhanced cooperation shall
not undermine the internal market or the economic, social and territorial cohesion, it shall
not constitute a barrier to or discrimination in trade between member states, nor shall it
distort competition between them.

7
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The enforcement of these ex ante limits and conditions is allegedly ensured through the
procedure for the activation of the enhanced cooperation mechanism described supra in Section
2.1.

3.2 Ex post caveats
Member states which began an enhanced cooperation are subject to a number of limitations and
conditions in the exercise of their powers in the framework of the enhanced cooperation. These
are provided in Art. 20 TEU and Art.s 326, 327, 328 and 334 TFEU and can be summarized as
follows:
i)

First, enhanced cooperation shall respect the competences, rights and obligations of
those member states which do not participate in it. This implies, that acts adopted in the
framework of enhanced cooperation shall neither bind non-participating member states,
nor be regarded as part of the acquis which has to be accepted by candidate states for
accession to the EU. Conversely however, as could be inferred from the duty of loyal
cooperation of Art. 4 TEU, and as is expressly codified in Art. 327 TFEU, the states that are
not parties to the enhanced cooperation commit not to interfere in its implementation by
the participating member states.

ii) Second, the activities undertaken and the measures adopted in the framework of the
enhanced cooperation shall be consistent with the acquis communautaire. This, once
again, implies that the cooperation shall comply with the Treaties and the law of the EU,
without undermining the internal market or the economic, social and territorial cohesion,
without constituting a barrier to or discrimination in trade between member states and
without distorting competition within them.
The enforcement of these ex post limits and conditions is ensured by the monitoring of the
Commission and the Council. In particular it is a duty of the Council and of the Commission to
ensure the consistency of the activities undertaken within the framework of the enhanced
cooperation with the policies of the EU, and to cooperate to that end. Moreover, the Commission
shall keep the EU Parliament and the Council regularly informed regarding developments in
enhanced cooperation, presumably to assure that action in the framework of enhanced
cooperation does not undermine the overall policies of the EU institutions.

4. Function
Whereas the TEU and the TFEU offer a detailed description of the procedural arrangements
governing the activation, functioning and expansion of the enhanced cooperation mechanism, as
well as of the limits and conditions that surround its use by the member states, EU law gives only
a very sketchy explanation of the goal that enhanced cooperation should pursue. According to
Art. 20 TEU “enhanced cooperation shall aim to further the objectives of the Union, protect its
interests and reinforce its integration process.” But what does this precisely mean?8 What is the
8
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underlying purpose of the enhanced cooperation mechanism and how does it relate to the overall
project of EU integration? To address this central question this section develops a comparison
with the US experience. As the comparative analysis makes clear, also the US Constitution is
endowed with an instrument – the “compact clause” – which allows states to pursue flexible and
differentiated action within the American Union. Yet, the comparison reveals that this instrument
is not subject to a specific finality and has consequently been utilized in the US for a wide variety
of purposes having to do generally with interstate adjustments. In the EU context, instead, it
emerges that the function of the enhanced cooperation is essentially circumscribed to ensuring
multispeed integration in the EU. The identification of a clear pro-integrationist ratio in the
structure of the enhanced cooperation mechanism, however, has important implications, both
for the kind of cooperation that can be launched by the states and for the role of the EU
institutions in policing the constraints that surround its use.

4.1 Interstate adjustments under the “compact clause” of the US Constitution
Art. 1, § 10, cl. 3 of the US Constitution, generally referred to as the “compact clause”, allows a
state of the US, “with the consent of Congress” to “enter into an[] agreement or compact with
another State.” This clause is the instrument by which the US Constitution permits flexible and
coordinated action by some states of the US, subject to authorization by the federal Congress,
and shall be distinguished from Art. 1, § 10, cl. 1 of the US Constitution, which instead tout court
prohibits states from entering into a “treaty, alliance or confederation”. As was clarified by Felix
Frankfurter and James Landis in an article for the Yale Law Journal, written in 1925 and still
illuminating today, the “compact clause” serves the goal to arbitrate the contests between the
Union and its constituent member states which are “inherent in the very conception of
federalism.”9 When a problem affects more than one state and, at the same time, action by the
federal government would be impossible, the “compact clause” allows states that are willing to
pool their forces to do so within the framework of the Constitution. Through the “compact
clause” the framers of the US Constitution “astutely created a mechanism of legal control over
affairs that are projected beyond State lines and yet may not call for, nor be capable of, national
treatment. They allowed interstate adjustments but duly safeguarded national interest.”10
Art. 1, § 10, cl. 3 of the US Constitution only briefly describes the procedure to be followed
in the adoption of a state compact. States willing to enter into a compact among themselves
must ask to, and obtain authorization from, Congress (i.e. the US House of Representatives and
the US Senate)11. Despite the brevity of the provision, however it is clear that the US Constitution
sought to design a mechanism which accommodates, on the one hand, the desire of the states to
enter into agreements among themselves, with, on the other hand, the need to ensure the unity
enhanced cooperation should pursue in order to evaluate the legitimacy of the practical initiatives taken in this
field. See infra Section 5
9
Felix Frankfurter & James Landis, “The Compact Clause of the Constitution – A Study in Interstate
Adjustments”, 34 Yale Law Journal (1925) 685, 686
10
Frankfurter & Landis, 695
11
It may be worth remembering that until the adoption of the 17th Amendment to the US Constitution in 1913
the US Senate represented the legislatures of the member states, being composed of member elected by the state
legislatures.
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and the interests of the federal compound. As explained by Frankfurter and Landis, indeed “the
Constitution plainly had two very practical objectives in view in conditioning agreement by States
upon the consent of Congress. For only Congress is the appropriate organ for determining what
arrangements between States might fall within the prohibited class of ‘treaty, alliance, or
confederations’, and what arrangements come within the permissive class of ‘agreement or
compact’. But even the permissive agreements may affect the interests of States other than
those parties to the agreement: the national, not merely a regional, interest may be involved.
Therefore, Congress must exercise national supervision through its power to grant or withhold
consent, or to grant it under appropriate conditions.”12
The criteria conditioning resort to state compact have been worked out over time by the
US Supreme Court (USSCt). In the 1893 case of Virginia v. Tennessee,13 in particular, the USSCt
“introduced the idea that the Constitution would not require Congressional consent for all
interstate agreements”14, but only for those that involved “the formation of any combination
tending to the increase of political power in the states, which may encroach upon or interfere
with the just supremacy of the US.”15 In more recent decisions, otherwise, the USSCt spelled out
several indicia of an interstate compact, whose existence would make the compact subject to
congressional authorization. Hence, in Bancorp Inc. v. Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve,16
the USSCt affirmed that a compact requires: “(i) the establishment of a joint organization or
body; (ii) the conditions linking a state’s action to the actions of other participating states; (iii) the
restrictions on the ability of member states to modify or repeal their laws unilaterally; and (iv) the
reciprocal constraints on each state’s regulations.”17 In addition, in US Steel Corp. v. Multistate Tax
Commission,18 the USSCt elaborated on the functional requirements of a state compact and
clarified that a compact requiring congressional consent had to impose some legal obligations on
the participating states (e.g. the impossibility to withdraw unilaterally), while empowering them
to carry out action that they would not be able to achieve autonomously.19
As a matter of fact, the jurisprudence of the USSCt has introduced a narrow reading of the
procedural constraints of the “compact clause”, allowing for the adoption of interstate compacts
without congressional consent in the majority of circumstances. Although Art. 1, § 10, cl. 3 of the
US Constitution textually requires the consent of Congress for any compact or agreement
between the states, the USSCt has interpreted the provision “according to its purpose, not its
plain text.”20 The USSCt has therefore argued that states are free to enter into compact among
themselves, even without congressional consent, except in those (limited) cases in which the
compact would threaten the unity and supremacy of the federal government. As such, regardless
of what the original goals of the “compact clause” might have been, the USSCt has opened up
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the possibility to adopt interstate compacts for a wide variety of functions. As indicated by
Frankfurter and Landis in the 1920s, it appears that compacts were used by the states in at least
the following eight fields of legislation: 1) boundaries and cessions of territory; 2) improvement of
navigation; 3) penal jurisdiction; 4) uniformity of legislation; 5) interstate accounting; 6) control of
natural resources; 7) utility regulation; 8) taxation.21 Since the New Deal, states have used
interstate compacts even with greater frequency “to share information and to jointly study, and
even regulate, various collective action or coordination problems.”22

4.2 Multispeed integration through the EU enhanced cooperation procedure
The previous analysis brings to light a number of interesting similarities between the US and the
EU. As the comparison reveals, indeed, also the US Constitution is endowed, since its foundation,
with a mechanism – the “compact clause” – that allows member states to pursue a path of
coordination and adjustments among themselves, without the involvement of the whole
American Union. The need to ensure flexibility and differentiation in the operation of a compound
constitutional arrangement appears therefore to be a recurrent feature of federal, multilevel
architectures like the US and the EU in which states of asymmetrical size and powers, with
diverging economic and political interests, coexist within a Union of wide geographical scope. The
possibility for the states of the Union to establish special pacts or agreements between
themselves, otherwise, is subject to analogous procedural and substantive constraints both in the
US and in the EU to safeguard the general interests of the Union. As we have seen, indeed, the
activation of the enhanced cooperation mechanism in the EU requires the support and the
approval of all the main institutional actors of the EU (the Commission, the Parliament, the
Council and, if the case may be, the ECJ), while in the US interstate compacts must obtain the
consent of Congress, albeit at the loose conditions specified overtime by the USSCt.
The comparison with the US experience, however, brings to light also a point of
difference between the EU mechanism of enhanced cooperation and the US regime for interstate
compacts. Whereas EU law attempts to identify a specific goal that the enhanced cooperation
procedure should pursue in the EU – notably the furthering of the objectives of the EU, the
protection of its interests and the reinforcement of its integration process – the US Constitution
leaves undefined the function of interstate compacts. As a consequence, the “compact clause” of
the US Constitution has been utilized by states for a wide variety of functions, which broadly
speaking have concerned the adjustment and the solution of interstate problems.23 The “compact
clause”, therefore, has not been finalized exclusively to the achievement of greater integration
among a core group of US states. In fact, arguably, the creation of a too close combination
among the states represents the external limit of what is permitted under the “compact clause”.
As was previously mentioned, indeed, the US Constitution prohibits the states from creating a
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special “alliance or confederation” among themselves24 and the USSCt has consistently affirmed
the need for congressional scrutiny on compacts that “encroach upon or impair the supremacy of
the US, or interfere with the rightful management of particular subjects placed under their entire
control.”25
A comparative analysis hence would suggest that the scope of the enhanced cooperation
procedure, as defined in Art. 20 TEU, is more limited that that of the interstate compacts in the US
constitutional system. The closer cooperation among EU member states in the framework of the
enhanced cooperation procedure cannot simply be directed toward the solution of a basic
interstate problem, but needs to be finalized toward closer integration. The requirement set in
Art. 20 TEU that at least nine states must participate in the enhanced cooperation confirms that
the function of this instrument is to create a “vanguard group” of states, willing to move ahead
toward the achievement of an “ever closer union.”26 As a matter of fact, therefore, it would
appear that the goal of the enhanced cooperation mechanism is to offer to EU member states the
possibility to pursue, within the framework of EU law, those initiatives aimed at greater
integration which, so far, have traditionally taken place outside the EU legal architecture.
Initiatives such as the Social Policy Protocol or the Schengen Treaty, which were initially devised
outside the EU and only subsequently integrated in the acquis communautaire, are the kind of
agreements that, according to the ratio of Art. 20 TEU, should be in the future channelled through
the enhanced cooperation procedure.27
From the “pro-integration” goal of the enhanced cooperation procedure,28 it also
emerges that several substantive constraints should bind resort to this instrument. In particular,
the previously mentioned requirement of Art. 20 TEU that enhanced cooperation be a last resort,
to be activated only when the objectives of such cooperation cannot be attained within a
reasonable period by the EU as a whole, acquires now a new meaning. This criterion seems to
indicate that enhanced cooperation can only be used when member states disagree on whether
to act, and not on how to act. If a group of states is willing to move ahead in integrating and
coordinating its action in a new field (as, e.g. social policy, border management, or – recently –
economic governance) while other states are not ready to pool their sovereignty in this field, then
enhanced cooperation can be used. Enhanced cooperation, instead, is not an option when states
largely agree on the need for joint EU action, but disagree on the policy choices – i.e. advance
24
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conflicting or alternative substantive proposals on how to regulate a specific field or sector. In
this case, in fact, the enhanced cooperation would not serve the goal of furthering the process of
EU integration, but would rather allow a majority of the states to unilaterally impose its position
in circumvention of the EU law making procedure. Because the function of enhanced cooperation
is to ensure multispeed integration in the EU, the EU political and judicial branches should oversee
that the instrument is not hijacked for other, unacceptable goals.

5. Practice
As the previous section has clarified, the function of enhanced cooperation is to allow a group of
“vanguard states” to go ahead the in the process of EU integration. Through a comparison with
the “compact clause” of the US Constitution, the previous section has explained that Art. 20 TEU
designs a specific, and rather circumscribed, goal for the enhanced cooperation, finalizing them
to the establishment of a multispeed Union in which some states are willing to pool their action in
specific fields while others are not. With the benefit of the previous theoretical assessment, this
section will move to analyze the practice and examine the early EU experiences with enhanced
cooperation in the field of divorce and unitary patents. As it will emerge – troublingly – the
appropriateness of the enhanced cooperation mechanism in these two cases appears rather
doubtful in light of the function of the instrument identified above. On the contrary – ironically –
the mechanism of enhanced cooperation would have been well fitting for the enactment of the
reforms of the EU economic governance: but as is well-known these reforms were recently
adopted through the Fiscal Compact, an ad hoc international treaty, technically outside the EU
legal framework. With a proactive approach, nevertheless, it will be explained that the instrument
of enhanced cooperation can be successfully employed in order to reincorporate, during the next
five years, the provisions of the Fiscal Compact within EU law. In addition, it will be maintained
that the enhanced cooperation mechanism could be a useful tool for the adoption of a financial
transaction tax among those member states of the EMU which are willing to proceed in this
direction.

5.1 The enhanced cooperation for divorce
Within the EU, the need to establish uniform conflict of law rules in the field of transnational
divorce has increasingly obtained support among the EU member states, especially to avoid
phenomena of forum shopping and rushes to court that adversely affect the parties of a divorce
claim. Nevertheless, no agreement has been possible among the 27 EU member states because
state legislation widely diverge, not only on the motives that justify the dissolution of marriage,
but also on the criteria that ground state jurisdiction in divorce cases. In particular, while a group
of states strictly apply the lex fori rule (empowering state courts to hear divorce cases on the
basis of the petition) others demand a scale of connecting factors that let state courts rule on
divorce cases only when the parties are somehow connected to the state in which proceedings
are brought. In this context of stasis, a number of member states opted to resort to the
instrument of enhanced cooperation and made a request to the Commission to this end already in
2008. In March 2010, the Commission proposed the framework of the cooperation. The
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Parliament gave its consent in June 2010 and in July 2010 the Council reached consensus to
authorize it.29 Eventually, in December 2010 the states participating in the enhanced cooperation
approved Council Regulation No. 1259/2010,30 implementing enhanced cooperation in the area of
law applicable to divorce and legal separation, which will enter into force, for the participating
states, in July 2012.
The enhanced cooperation among 14 EU member states in the field of divorce represents
a test case for the use of enhanced cooperation in EU law.31 Yet, it is not at all certain that the use
of the instrument of enhanced cooperation was appropriate in this context, where the main issue
concerned the choice of the conflict of law rule to be applied in divorce cases. As Jan-Jaap Kuipers
has well explained, indeed, “the risk of enhanced cooperation when applied to an area where the
substance of the rules is the main controversy, rather than the question whether the Union
should accede the policy area as such, is that the group of minority Member States may try to
establish common rules among themselves.”32 In the case at hand, the instrument of enhanced
cooperation allowed a group of states (characterized by a common conflict of law rules – based
on the use of connecting factors) to draw for themselves a common regulation of divorce claims
consistent with their legal tradition. Nevertheless, nothing would prevent another group of states
to use enhanced cooperation to foster their substantive policy choices in the field of conflict of
law (e.g., the lex fori rule). As it is clear, however, this scenario is clearly inconsistent with the
function of the enhanced cooperation, which is to create a “two-speed Europe, […] rather [than]
push Europe in two directions.”33 The first experience of the use of enhanced cooperation,
therefore, raise serious questions about the adequacy of this mechanism in the regulation of the
law applicable to divorce and warns us against the distorted, and potentially counter-productive,
use that states may make of the enhanced cooperation procedure.

5.2 The enhanced cooperation for patents
Analogous concerns are raised by the second example of enhanced cooperation authorized in the
EU: the enhanced cooperation for the establishment of a unitary patent. It is widely
acknowledged that the creation in the EU of a single system for the registration and the
protection of patents is a necessary step to protect invention and stimulate research and
development. Indeed, in the field of protection of intellectual property states face a clear
collective action problem which can only be overcome through concerted action. Yet, whereas
the opportunity of EU action in the field of patents is extensively recognized by member states,
national governments fundamentally disagree on a central issue in the design of the EU patent
system, namely the languages to be used for registering a patent. In particular, while a majority of
the EU states supports a trilingual regime (in which patents can be equally registered in English,
French or German), Italy and Spain required that the languages be either reduced to one (English)
29
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or extended to five (to include Italian and Spanish).34 Because of the stasis in the decision-making
process, in December 2010, a group of member states tabled a proposal for an enhanced
cooperation in the field of patents. By February 2011, when the Commission proposed a
framework for cooperation, 25 states were backing the proposal. Hence, in March 2011, the
Parliament gave its consent and the Council authorized the cooperation.35 The only two states
that were not parties to the cooperation (Italy and Spain), however, have challenged the
authorization before the ECJ, which should soon rule on the matter.36
The experience of the use of enhanced cooperation in the field of patents shows, once
again, the promise and the perils of this instrument. As it was mentioned, it can hardly be denied
that the EU should endow itself with a unitary patent system.37 Art. I, § 8, cl. 8 of the US
Constitution – the so-called “patent clause” – already granted in 1787 the power to Congress to
adopt legislation “to promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for limited
times […] inventors the exclusive right to their respective […] discoveries.” Yet, it is quite
doubtful that the enhanced cooperation will do the trick in Europe. The only two states that did
not take part in the enhanced cooperation did not disagree on whether common EU action was
needed. Rather, they disagreed on how the system should have been designed (notably, what
languages ought to be used in the patent system). In this circumstance, it seems unavoidable to
notice that the decision of the Council to authorize the enhanced cooperation is incompatible
with the requirement of Art. 20 TEU. Whereas the function of enhanced cooperation would be to
allow a group of vanguard states to advance the cause of EU integration, in the current situation
the instrument of enhanced cooperation has been distorted by a majority of states to circumvent
the voting rules applying in the Council and enact its preferred policy choice against the wish of
the two only dissenting states. In this context, one can only hope that the ECJ will exercise a strict
scrutiny on the measures activating the cooperation and enforce the clear requirements of Art. 20
TEU.

5.3 An enhanced cooperation to incorporate the Fiscal Compact in EU law?
Taking into account the inappropriate – and, most likely, unlawful – use of the enhanced
cooperation procedure which was done in the first two above-mentioned cases, it is ironic to
notice that, in the field of economic governance, where the instrument of enhanced cooperation
would have been a perfect fit, member states have rather opted to enact an ad hoc international
treaty, the so-called Fiscal Compact.38 As made clear in the Preamble and in Art. 1, in fact, the goal
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of the Fiscal Compact is to develop an “ever closer coordination of economic policies within the
Euro-area”39 and to “strengthen the economic pillar of the economic and monetary union by
adopting a set of rules intended to foster budgetary discipline […] and to improve the
governance of the Euro area.”40 Clearly, this goal is perfectly consistent with the requirement of
Art. 20 TEU that enhanced cooperation furthers the objectives of the Union, protects its interests
and reinforces its integration process. In addition, the opposition of two member states (the
United Kingdom and the Czech Republic) against these reform of the architecture of the EMU
was motivated by a substantive disagreement on whether the EU should act at all, and not on
how the EU should act. As such, this situation perfectly fits in the scenario foreseen by Art. 20
TEU, in which a group of vanguard states wants to move ahead in the process of EU integration
(by coordinating action in a new area) while others are unwilling or unable to take part in this
venture. Yet, it is well-known that member states willing to reinforce the architecture of the EMU,
have not resorted to the enhanced cooperation procedure, but have rather adopted a new
international treaty.
I will not dwell here on the political factors that pushed in the direction of the enactment
of an ad hoc treaty (nor will I consider whether the Fiscal Compact was actually needed at all,
given the previous adoption of EU legislation on the same issue through the so-called “six
pack”).41 Instead, what I want to emphasize is that the instrument of enhanced cooperation can
provide an adequate framework to incorporate the provision of the Fiscal Compact into EU law.
Art. 16 of the Fiscal Compact, in fact, states that “[w]ithin five years, at most, of the date of entry
into force of this Treaty […] the necessary steps shall be taken, in accordance with the [TEU] and
the [TFEU], with the aim of incorporating the substance of this Treaty into the legal framework of
the [EU].” Taking into account the function and the content of the Fiscal Compact, it is submitted
that its provisions can be incorporated into EU law through an enhanced cooperation.42 On the
one hand, the Fiscal Compact pursues a goal which falls within the scope of Art. 20 TEU: greater
economic coordination and tighter fiscal coordination among the states. On the other hand, no
provision of the Fiscal Compact runs afoul of the conditions and limitations for the adoption of an
enhanced cooperation: the Fiscal Compact does not interfere with an exclusive competence of
the EU; does not violate EU law; does not undermine the internal market or discriminate between
states; and is certainly an ultima ratio, as its goal cannot be achieved by the EU as a whole. In light
of this, the states (possibly all the 25 signatories to the Fiscal Compact) should soon request to
the Commission to bring forward a proposal for an enhanced cooperation with the goal to
incorporate all the innovations of the Fiscal Compact in EU law. In light of the arguments
developed above, there is no reason why the Council should not authorize the cooperation and
why the ECJ should not back it.
39
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5.4 An enhanced cooperation to adopt an EU financial transaction tax?
Beside being an appropriate tool to incorporate fiscal instruments enacted so far outside the EU
legal framework into EU law, the enhanced cooperation can also serve as a useful mechanism to
make further steps in the federal integration of the EMU and to adopt additional measures to
respond to the financial crisis of the Euro-zone. The enhanced cooperation, in particular, seems to
be an apt procedure for the enactment of a financial transaction tax (FTT) among those EU
member states (possibly, all the 17 countries of the Euro-zone) which are willing to participate.
The option of adopting an EU FTT has been on the table of the EU institutions since September
2011, when the Commission proposed a Council Directive on a common system of FTT,43 based on
Art. 113 TFEU, with the goals to avoid fragmentation in the internal market, ensure that financial
institutions contribute to the cost of the crisis and create a new revenue stream for the EU
budget. The EU Parliament (whose role in this field is however only consultative) endorsed the
proposal.44 Yet, it has become clear that not all 27 EU member states are willing to follow suit on
the Commission’s initiative, as countries such as the United Kingdom oppose any measure that
could affect their florid financial markets. On 22 June 2012, therefore, the Presidency of the
ECOFIN Council concluded that the Commission’s proposal was not unanimously supported by
the member states and this paved the way for the consideration of a FTT through the mechanism
of an enhanced cooperation.45
An enhanced cooperation for the adoption of a FTT would be certainly legitimate in light
of Art. 20 TEU. The tax indeed furthers the objectives of the EU, protects its interests and
reinforces its integration process.46 Moreover, the field of fiscal policy is an area of concurrent
competence of the EU and the member states, and action by a group of states would not contrast
with existing EU laws or interfere with the functioning of the EU internal market.47 Within the
framework of the enhanced cooperation, at the same time, participating states could resort to
the “passerelle clause” of Art. 333, shifting from the special legislative procedure (with unanimity
rule) set by Art. 113 TFEU to the ordinary legislative procedure (with qualified majority and the
involvement of the Parliament as co-legislator). Nevertheless one should not underplay a relevant
practical difficulty on the way to the adoption of FTT through enhanced cooperation, connected
to the difference regulation of “taxing” and “spending” powers in the EU. While in fact member
states can use an enhanced cooperation to raise new EU revenues through the FTT,48 it appears
that they do not enjoy the same autonomy to spend the resources obtained with a FTT through
another enhanced cooperation. The expenditures of the EU, in fact, are regulated through the
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budgetary process of Art. 314 TFEU which vests in the EU institutions, qua Union, the exclusive
power to decide how to allocate the available EU resources.49 In this context, it would be up to
the states which are parties to the enhanced cooperation to devise, during the negotiation of the
EU budget, the appropriate political means in order to ensure that the revenues collected
through a FTT in only some member states are effectively spent to the benefits of the citizens of
those states.50 Provided this practical difficulty could be solved through a political agreement, it
seems that a FTT would be a significant improvement in the ways in which the EU could address
the current financial crisis.

6. Conclusion
The paper has analyzed the enhanced cooperation mechanism as it is currently regulated in the
law of the EU. The paper has examined the procedure that needs to be followed to activate the
mechanism, the rules that govern its functioning and the means by which new member states can
join an ongoing cooperation. It has assessed the conditions and the limits that surround the use
of this mechanism and the interests that these ex ante and ex post constraints secure. The paper
has then explored the function of the enhanced cooperation system and, on the basis of a
comparison with the US experience, argued that the goal of the enhanced cooperation is to
create a multispeed Europe, by favouring the pro-integration initiatives of groups of vanguard
states in the framework of EU law. Having identified the more limited scope of the enhanced
cooperation procedure vis-à-vis the interstate compacts of the US Constitution, the paper has
surveyed the first two examples of enhanced cooperation in EU law. As it has been remarked,
significant concerns are raised by the use of enhanced cooperation in the field of divorce and
unitary patents: both initiatives appear incompatible with the requirements of Art. 20 and it
cannot be excluded that the ECJ will declare (at least) one of them unlawful. On the contrary, as
the paper has made clear, the instrument of enhanced cooperation would have been very
appropriate for the reform of the EMU governance. Although the states have so far decided to
improve the governance of the EMU through a special treaty, it appears that the provisions of the
Fiscal Compact could be incorporated in EU law through the enhanced cooperation procedure.
The EU’s “compact clause”, seems indeed the most appropriate way to bring the Fiscal Compact
back within the framework of EU law. In addition, the instrument of enhanced cooperation could
be usefully employed to enact a financial transaction tax among the states of the EU which are
willing to follow suit on the 2011 Commission’s proposal. In conclusion, the enhanced cooperation
mechanism continues to remain a potentially valuable solution for differentiated and asymmetric
integration in the EU. Yet, as with most legal instruments, member states and EU institutions
should handle it with care, to avoid a distorted and dangerous use.
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